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Usborne Introduction To Art In Association With The
National Gallery London
Intended to encourage a greater understanding of modern art by putting it in a
wider context. Compares and contrasts different works under chapter readings
such as 'Emotions', 'War', 'City life', showing how art can relate to people's
everyday lives. Suggested level: secondary.
This look at gene science includes 3-D art.
Offering an introduction to the world of art for young children, this text features
simple art activities which enable children to follow the great artists and create
some masterpieces of their very own.
An Introductory history of Western art which covers everything from ancient
Egyptian decorative art to modern art, and includes Internet links for further
information.
An inspiring and practical introduction to art and artists for young children, now
available in paperback. Contents include full-colour reproductions of works by
Turner, Monet, Singer Sargent, Delauney and other artists, and things to spot
and think about in each of the artworks. Activities include fruity faces in the style
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of Arcimboldo, ancient Egyptian hippo statues, Rousseau-like jungle-print birds,
and lots more.
Detailed introduction to the history of art with Internet links about featured artists
and examples of their work and works by related artists.
The fine art of painting is as varied as the life from which it springs. Each artist
portrays different aspects of the world. A great artist is able to take some aspect
of life and give it depth and meaning. To do this, an artist will make use of the
many devices common to painting. These include composition, color, form, and
texture. This engaging and dazzling reference covers the elements and principles
of design in painting and the various mediums, forms, imagery, subject matter,
and symbolism employed, adopted, or created by the painter. Key artworks are
reproduced to clarify concepts.
An introductory history of Western art which covers everything from ancient Egyptian
decorative art to modern art, and includes Internet links for further information.
"This edition is available for distribution only through the school market"--p. [4] of cover.
Contains biographical information on the Renaissance and Baroque, Nineteenth Century and
Twentieth Century Artists. Also includes extension activities following each biography.
Create your very own masterpieces with this latest addition to the best-selling series, featuring
16 famous paintings. 16 famous paintings get the magic painting treatment. Simply brush
water over the black-and-white outlines and watch them burst into colour. Even the paintbrush
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is included - all you need to create your masterpieces is water. At the back, there is a brief
introduction to each painting along with a full colour reproduction, plus internet links to find out
more. With paintings by Vincent van Gogh, Paul Gauguin, Claude Monet and more.
An illustrated introduction to art.
????????????????????????????????????
An accessible introduction to spelling with colourful illustrations and a variety of fun activities.
Guided by a friendly group of woodland animals, children can learn simple spelling rules to
improve their writing. The activities in this book build confidence in joining words together,
forming plurals and adding different endings. Usborne Workbooks teach children the basics of
a variety of Maths and English topics, including times tables, adding, comprehension and
spelling. Clear instructions and careful progression help to break tricky concepts into easy-tofollow steps to ensure children get the most from these books. Includes a quiz, extra pages for
more practice, answers and notes for grown-ups.
Now available in paperback, this book gives an informative and in-depth look at the great
themes, techniques, movements and artists from ancient and medieval art up to the present
day. Full-colour photographs, illustrations and clear, concise text make this a very readable
introduction to the history of art. Includes over 160 of the world's greatest works of art plus
internet links to online galleries to view thousands more works of art. Published in association
with The National Gallery, London.
This unique book successfully strikes the difficult balance between comprehensively covering
the subject of modern art and being accessible and enjoyable for children. Ages 10+.
A beautiful introduction to the story of western painting, with over 100 stickers. From cave
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paintings to modern masterpieces, each double page includes fascinating facts and stories
about the pictures and artists, plus internet links to specially selected websites to find out more.
Published in association with The National Gallery, London. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Offers an introduction to art, illustrated with works by famous artists from around the world. Of
interest to young children, this title provides many art stickers and things to do with them - fill
the picture frames, explore close-up details, or use the specially provided sticker shapes to
create your very own masterpieces.
This title examines famous art crimes and the hunt to find the thieves. The book offers a crosscurricular mix of science, technology, and history, with a fun, dramatic approach.
A beautifully presented introduction to the lives and works of 35 of the world's most famous
artists, including van Gogh, Picasso and Dali. Includes fabulous reproductions of the artists'
creations, as well as photographs of the artists at work, their personal belongings, homes and
places that were important to them. Illustrated timelines provide the key dates in each artist's
life, whilst internet links lead readers to the best on the web.
?????????,??????????????????????????????????,????????????,?????????????,???????????
?????????
An introduction to famous paintings includes many facts about the artists and their lives, and
how they created their work, to help beginners understand what art is and why people think it is
important.
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Explains the development of modern art in a simple, straightforward way, with over 100
illustrations of major art works. Covers all the key movements in modern art, from the avantgarde of the 19th century to the sometimes perplexing contemporary art of the 21st century.
With a timeline of art movements, short biographies of major artists, a glossary of art terms
plus internet links taking readers to the best online resources.
Published in association with the world-famous National Gallery of London, this new edition
brings together great themes, techniques and artists from the most important periods and
movements.
Politics is about everyone. Even if you are not a politician, you cannot even vote or participate
in elections. From what time do you have to arrive at school every day? What is a crime? What
can we do to avoid war? Which countries should we cooperate with... These are all politics! We
need to think about and discuss politics frequently in order to know more about the world, for
example: How was the United States born? How did ancient Rome and China manage
society? Why are elections and voting important? When did capitalism and communism
appear?
Art in Story focuses on art of the ancient world, of the East and Africa, of the Middle Ages, and
the Renaissance.
An introduction to painting which covers the works of such famous artists as Leonardo da
Vinci, Vincent van Gogh, Henri Matisse, Jackson Pollock, and Andy Warhol. Includes Internet
links.

Won The Royal Society Young People's Book Prize in 2013. Designed for preschool
children, the basic knowledge of traveling in space starts from the first page turning. PrePage 5/7
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departure training for Jedi Rescue, start! Super-attractive fantasy space children's
book! There are so many page-turning mechanisms in the whole book, which make
people immersed in the surprise of exploring and discovering the secrets of the
universe. -The RS Award selection team will come and follow this fascinating flip book.
These assessment questions for The Day the Crayons Quit are modeled after current
testing models requiring students to revisit the text for answers. Students have to
support their opinions and inferences with examples from the text.
This finger-printing book includes simple, step-by-step instructions for lots of pictures
and scenes to create using only fingerprints, and a multi-coloured ink pad is attached to
the side of the book, so no extra materials are required. Encourages creativity and
manual dexterity.
The Usborne Introduction to ArtIn Association with the National Gallery, London
A fantastic introduction to the world of modern art from the avant-garde of the 19th
century to the controversial art of the 21st. Contains over 100 illustrations of major
works of art. Includes are from Damien Hirst to Salvador Dali, from Van Gogh to
Picasso. Introduces readers to styles such as Impressionism, Cubism, how artists
depicted the world wars, realism and surrealism. Internet-linked to help readers build on
their knowledge by accessing relevant websites.
-- Wide variety of styles discussed to help readers know what to look or listen for to
enhance their enjoyment-- Puts the arts in historical context
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From the invention of the camera obscura through to today's digital paintings, artists
have always used technology to aid in the creation and display of their work. This book
looks at how the creation of painting, sculpture, photography and more have changed
over time. It also looks at how newer art mediums such as film and even computer
games have changed our perception of art.
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